
 
BRIEFING on Bear Island 

 

 
Figure 1. Map of the Barents Sea 

 
Bear Island is the southernmost island of the Norwegian Svalbard archipelago, and is 

situated 235 km south east of Spitsbergen and 400 km north/north west of the Norwegian 

mainland.  
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WILDLIFE 
Bear Island has an unique ecology. With its isolated location and absence of human              

activities, Bear Island has an an almost untouched ecosystem. The island is also in the               

highly fertile polar front, close to biological hotspots, making the island home to a large               

variety of wildlife. Bear Island is recognized as a part of the “Particularly valuable and               

vulnerable areas” of the polar front . 1

 

In 2002, the whole Island was established as a nature reserve, except for a limited area                

where a weather station is located. Several areas of the island are specially protected bird               

sanctuaries with visiting restrictions. The island’s territorial waters (12 nautical miles           

offshore) are also protected. The nature reserve was established to maintain the unique             2

ecosystem, and to protect the reportedly biggest seabird colony in the northern hemisphere .  3

 

The island is an important location for nesting seabirds, thanks to its location in the Barents                

sea. 126 bird species have been registered on the island, and 33 of these species are                

1 https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/d6743df219c74ea198e50d9778720e5a/no/pdfs/stm201420150020000dddpdfs.pdf 
page 23, 03.07.2017 
2 https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2002-08-16-903 - 03.07.2017 
3 http://cruise-handbook.npolar.no/en/bjornoya/wildlife.html - 18.07.2017 
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nesting on the island . Several of the nesting species on Bear Island are threatened:              4

Guillemots, Sabine's gull, Red-necked phalarope and Ivory gull are all in the Norwegian red              

list classed as “vulnerable”, which is the third most critical category before “extinct”.             

European golden plover are classed as “endangered”, which is the second most critical             

grading .  5

 

In addition to being home to nesting seabirds, the island is important to migratory birds. Bear                

Island is the only land area between Spitsbergen and the Norwegian coast, and therefore of               

great importance in the migration season. Nearly all the population of Barnacle geese rests              

at Bear Island on their migration route. The Norwegian Polar Institute also notes that the               

importance of Bear Island for seabirds is growing, due to the decline of seabird populations               

worldwide . 6

 

  
Figure 2. Puffins on Bear Island, photo Nick Cobbing, Greenpeace 

 
The island and the surrounding waters are also home to ringed seals, harp seals, harbor               
seals, hooded seals, walruses, white-beaked dolphins and common minke whales. Their diet            
is based on the high concentration of plankton and the rich fish stocks. Polar foxes inhabit                
the island and polar bears occasionally reach the island on drifting ice, but this is happenings                
less and less due to the melting of the polar ice. 

4 http://cruise-handbook.npolar.no/en/bjornoya/wildlife.html - 03.07.2017 
5 http://www.artsdatabanken.no/Rodliste/Artsgruppene/Fugler - 03.07.2017 
6 http://www.npolar.no/npcms/export/sites/np/no/nyheter/vedlegg/konsesjonsrunde-05-02-2017.pdf_1575011753.pdf - 
03.07.2017 
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OIL INDUSTRY 
The oil industry is seen together with environmental pollutants and fishing as the biggest              
threats to the island’s seabird population. 
 
In the 23rd oil licensing round, the Norwegian government ignored environmental advice            
from the the Norwegian Polar Institute and the Norwegian Environment Agency, who urged             
the government to exclude 15 and 28 of the proposed oil blocks in the 23rd licensing round .                 7

Out of these blocks, four are closer to Bear Island than a well Statoil drilled back in 2014,                  
where they estimated that an oil spill could hit Bear Island in only six days . Another four                 8

blocks are also close enough to potentially hit Bear Island in case of an oil spill. 
 
This summer, Statoil conducts an exploratory drilling program with five wells in total, based              
both on licenses given in the 23rd licensing round and  on licenses given in previous rounds. 
Koigen Central, one of the five exploratory wells, is the well most heavily connected to to                
challenges for seabird populations during this summer’s drilling program. For Mercury, an            
exploratory well connected to a previous drilling program, the Norwegian Environment           
Agency stated that in cases with a seabird density higher than 10 individuals per Km2 the                
drillings should be postponed. The same limitation should be set for the all the wells in this                 

7 http://www.dagsavisen.no/innenriks/regjeringen-har-fulgt-0-miljorad-1.732499 - 03.07.2017 
8 http://www.miljodirektoratet.no/Global/dokumenter/horinger/horing2014-1257_soknad.pdf - 03.07.2017  
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summer’s exploratory program, and Statoil should be obliged to have bird observers            
onboard to ensure compliance with the seabird density limitation.  
 
 

 
Figure 3. Official map of the licenses in the 23rd licensing round, with remarks from Greenpeace, showing the 4 blocks closer to                      
Bear Island than the Apollo-well drilled in 2014 with an estimated drifting time of 6 days to Bear Island in case of an oil spill. 
 

 
With the newly issued 24th oil licensing round, the government proposes to hand out a 102                
oil blocks, a huge record number of blocks . The map of the proposed areas shows that                9

several of the blocks are as close to Bear Island as is possible, and in the hearing the                  
Norwegian Polar Institute proposed to exclude all of the blocks close to Bear Island. 

 
 

9 https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/utlysning-av-24.-konsesjonsrunde/id2558309/ - 03.07.2017 
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  Figure 4. Official map of the 24th licensing round. 

 
OIL SPILL SCENARIOS 
The northern areas where the Norwegian government now allows the oil industry to enter              
are exposed to extra risks of oil spills. Currently, there is no adequate technology to clean up                 
oil spills in icy waters, and several of the blocks handed out in the 23rd licensing round lies                  
within the ice edge zone. Also, the distance from land will make the response time very long. 
 
With potential oil spills from the blocks in the 23rd licensing round, seabird populations could               
be threatened as they spend most of their time at sea. Even a dime size drop of oil could kill                    
a bird. When a bird encounters oil on the surface of the water, the oil sticks to its feathers,                   
causing them to mat and separate, making them less waterproof and exposing the animals              
sensitive skin to extremes in temperature . This can result in hypothermia and especially             10

affects guillemots and puffins who are often feed on the water surface.  
 
A new discovery, in research conducted by the Seatrack-program, found that seabird            
populations in the Barents Sea are more threatened by oil spills than previously thought .              11

The scientists found that more of the seabird species spend their winters in the Barents Sea,                
making the birds vulnerable to oil spills for greater time periods of the year. 
 
In 2014, simulations conducted by Statoil showed that an oil spill from one of the wells drilled                 
that year (see map in figure 3) could wash up on the shore of Bear Island within six days.                   
Four of the oil blocks handed out in the 23rd licensing round are closer to Bear Island than                  

10 http://news.yorku.ca/2016/05/26/small-offshore-oil-spills-put-seabirds-at-risk-industry-self-monitoring-failing/ - 03.07.2017 
11 https://www.nrk.no/norge/sarbar-sjofugl-i-barentshavet-heile-aret-1.13529216 - 03.07.2017 
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this oil block. Below is another simulation commissioned by Greenpeace that shows how a              
potential oil spill would spread in the Barents Sea. 
 

 
Figure 5. Oil spill simulation conducted by Norwegian Meteorological institute in 2014. 

 

 
EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 
Climate change is already affecting the Arctic. The warming of the Arctic is happening at               
twice the global average rate . From 1979 to 2013, the summer season became 20 weeks               12

longer , and in the decade between 1998 and 2008 the Barents Sea lost 50 % of its ice                  13

coverage . Since 1980, the sea temperatures in the Barents Sea have increased by 0.8              14

degrees and according to IPCC, if the greenhouse gas emissions follows a business as              
usual-scenario, this could increase to 9 degrees before the end of the century . 15

 
Climate change is already altering the Arctic in dramatic ways. The reduced sea ice is               
threatening the polar bear population as a result of the melting ice fewer polar bears enter                
Bear Island. Another consequence of the warming is an increased abundance of incoming             
invading species. According to a study published in Nature, the Arctic is expected to have               
the largest species turnover with regard to invading and locally extinct species, with a              
modelled invasion intensity of  ve  times  the  global  average .  16

 

12 https://www.amap.no/documents/download/2888 - 03.07.2017 
13 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5008214/ - 03.07.2017 
14 http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JCLI-D-11-00466.1 - 03.07.2017 
15 http://www.imr.no/filarkiv/2015/03/rapport_2015.pdf_1/nb-no - 18.07.2017 
16 http://www.nature.com/nclimate/journal/v5/n7/abs/nclimate2647.html - 03.07.2017 
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According to the Norwegian Institute of Marine Research, several of the most important             
seabird populations continue to decline . According to a newly published report by one of              17

the Arctic Council's working groups, the main drivers for the population decline are climate              
change, reduced sea ice, changes in sea temperatures, changes in food chains and species              
interactions, disease outbreaks, hunting, fisheries bycatch, and pollution (contaminants and          
oil pollution) .  18

 
To protect Bear Island, Greenpeace demands: 

- No new oil fields in the Barents Sea. 
- A larger no drill zone around Bear Island, according to guidance from Norwegian             

Polar Institute. 
- Continue seabird population research to inform effective risk-mitigation plans for          

industrial activities. 
 
 

 

17 http://www.imr.no/nyhetsarkiv/2017/juni/okosystemet_i_barentshavet_er_i_endring/nb-no - 03.07.2017 
18 https://caff.is/monitoring-series/416-state-of-the-arctic-marine-biodiversity-report-key-findings-and-advice-for-monit/download 
- 03.07.2017 
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